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a b s t r a c t
In wireless ad hoc or sensor networks, a connected dominating set (CDS) is useful as
the virtual backbone because there is no fixed infrastructure or centralized management.
Additionally, in such networks, transient faults and topology changes occur frequently.
A self-stabilizing system tolerates any kind and any finite number of transient faults,
and does not need any initialization. An ordinary self-stabilizing algorithm has no safety
guarantee and requires that the network remains static while converging to a legitimate
configuration. Safe converging self-stabilization is one extension of self-stabilization.
The safe convergence property guarantees that the system quickly converges to a safe
configuration, and then, it moves to an optimal configuration without breaking safety. In
this paper, we propose a self-stabilizing fully distributed 6-approximation algorithm with
safe convergence for the minimum CDS in the networks modeled by unit disk graphs.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Connected dominating set
Wireless ad hoc or sensor networks have no fixed physical backbone infrastructure and no centralized administration.
Therefore, a connected dominating set (CDS) formed by processes is useful as a virtual backbone for the computation of
message routing and other network problems for such networks.
In an undirected connected graph, a CDS D is a subset of nodes such that D is a dominating set and the subgraph induced
by D is connected. The minimum CDS problem is finding a CDS of the minimum size. Unfortunately, it is known that the
minimum CDS problem is NP-hard [1] in unit disk graphs. The unit disk graph is one model of ad hoc or sensor networks.
In a unit disk graph, there is a link between two nodes if and only if their geographical distance is at most one unit. That
is, for the sake of analytical simplicity, it assumes that each process has the same communication range in ad hoc or sensor
networks.
For finding the minimum CDS, a lot of approximation algorithms are proposed. An approximation algorithm for the
minimization problem is an algorithmwhich guarantees the approximation ratio |Dalg |/|Dopt |, where |Dalg | is the size of the
solution of the approximation algorithm in theworst case and |Dopt | is the size of the optimal (i.e.,minimum) solution. Then, if
the approximation algorithm guarantees the approximation ratio |Dalg |/|Dopt |, it is so called a ‘‘|Dalg |/|Dopt |-approximation’’.
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1.2. Self-stabilization with safe convergence
Fault-tolerant systems are classified into two categories: masking and non-masking [2]. If liveness property which
implies that some ‘‘good thing’’ will eventually happen is guaranteed, but safety property which implies that some specific
"bad thing" never happens within the system is not guaranteed in the presence of faults and eventually holds, it is called
non-masking. Self-stabilization [3] is a theoretical framework of non-masking fault-tolerant distributed algorithms proposed
byDijkstra in 1974. A self-stabilizing algorithm can start execution froman arbitrary (illegitimate) system configuration, and
eventually reach a legitimate configuration where the algorithm satisfies its specification. Because of this property, they can
tolerate any kind and any finite number of transient faults, such as message loss and memory corruption, as long as no fault
occurs while converging to their legitimate configurations [4]. That is, the system autonomously recovers without the cost
of human intervention if transient faults and spontaneous reconfigurations occur by regarding the configuration obtained
by the latest fault or reconfiguration as an initial configuration. By this property, self-stabilizing algorithms can adjust to
intermittent topology changes. If faults or topology changes occur during converging period, self-stabilizing algorithms
restart computation from the configuration just after the faults or changes.
However, ordinary self-stabilizing algorithms have no safety guarantee while they are converging even if faults and
topology changes do not occur. Therefore, while they are converging, any quality of services on networks could not be
guaranteed. Thus, during the converging period,wewould like to guarantee a safety property by extending self-stabilization,
called safe convergence [5]. When faults occur, a self-stabilizing algorithm with safe convergence converges to a feasible
(not optimal) legitimate configuration satisfying a certain safety property as soon as possible. Then, the safety property
should be set up to offer minimal quality of services. That is, in a feasible legitimate configuration, the network can offer
minimal services. After that, if no fault occurs for a long enoughperiod of time (i.e., during convergence time), it automatically
converges to an optimal legitimate configuration to provide the best quality of service while it preserves safety property.
As a result, it needs smaller time and space complexities to guarantee safety property than without safe convergence. The
safe convergence property requires that the system does not break the condition of safety while a system is moving from
a feasible legitimate configuration to an optimal legitimate configuration. That is, the self-stabilizing algorithms with safe
convergence must enforce that each process can update its local state only when the safety property is not broken for safe
convergence, i.e., each process keeps from breaking the safety property. On the other hand, when a configuration is feasible
but not optimal, at least one process among all the processes in the network must make a move for convergence to the
optimal. Accordingly, it is not trivial to design self-stabilizing algorithms with safe convergence.
There are many works on extensions of self-stabilization for quick convergence and guarantee of safe property, for
example, superstabilization [6] and safe stabilization [7]. The concept of superstabilization guarantees that the system
quickly converges to a configuration when a topology changes and the system is in a legitimate configuration. It considers
only maintaining safety in the event of faults or changes of the system in a legitimate configuration and does not consider
the safety in converging configurations. The concept of safe stabilization guarantees any k faults in a safe configuration does
not lead to an unsafe configuration, for some given constant k. Unfortunately, in both cases, the cost of time and memory
performance is very high. By contrast, self-stabilizationwith safe convergence does not require any overhead (i.e., the cost of
time and memory performance), and implementation is much easier than superstabilization and safe stabilization, because
this framework does not guarantee safety when faults occur in a legitimate configuration.
To prove correctness of self-stabilizing algorithms, there is one of the proof techniques called ‘‘convergence stairs’’ or
‘‘attractor technique’’ [4,8]. This technique uses the algorithm’s property that it converges to a (illegitimate) configuration
satisfying some predicate and it keeps satisfying the predicate while the system is converging. Some self-stabilizing
algorithms have such property. This technique seems to be similar to the safe convergence. However, such predicates are
defined only to prove convergence, and they have no relation with any quality of service that is useful by application. In
self-stabilizing algorithms with safe convergence, the safety property (i.e., safety predicate) should guarantee a certain level
of quality of services that is useful by application. Additionally, in safe convergence, we consider the predicate such as the
following as the safety property: in self-stabilizing algorithms without safe convergence, it is not necessary to satisfy the
predicate until the system converged (For example, the algorithm in [9] is the version without safe convergence property
of our algorithm in this paper.). Related research on safe convergence are [10–14].
1.3. Related works
Because a CDS can be used for the virtual backbone for routing messages in ad hoc networks, many algorithms for the
CDS have been proposed. The literature [15] provides a good survey for this problem in ad hoc networks.
Finding the minimum CDS is one of the optimization problem. Generally, we may consider approximation algorithms
based on the linear programming in centralized system [16]. However, in huge dynamic distributed networks, it is difficult
to gather the correct information of overall systems of now. Therefore, we should use a distributed approximation algorithm
rather than centralized approximation algorithm for such networks. Some distributed approximation algorithms for some
optimizationproblemsbased on the linear programming [17] are proposed.However, such algorithmsneed a lot of resources
and traffic costs.
Some (non-self-stabilizing) local distributed approximation algorithms are proposed in [18–20] for the minimum CDS
problem. However, they assume that each process has its geographic location and communicates with 2 or more hops away
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directly. The assumption is not desirable for the networks in which the geographic location is dynamic and each process has
small resources. Therefore, we should design the fully distributed approximation algorithms.
Some (non-self-stabilizing) fully distributed approximation algorithms are proposed with a constant approximation
ratio. In [21], Wu and Lou et al. proposed a distributed O(1)-approximation in unit disk graphs. In [22], Gao et al. also
proposed a distributedO(1)-approximation in unit disk graphs. In [23], Gandhi and Parthasarathy proposed two randomized
distributed O(1)-approximations. In [24], Cheng and Du proposed a distributed 6-approximation in unit disk graphs. In [25],
Wan et al. proposed a distributed 6-approximation in unit disk graphs. In [26], Li et al. proposed a distributed (3 + ln 5)-
approximation in unit disk graphs. However, these algorithms are not self-stabilizing. Additionally, in these algorithms, a
dominator (i.e., a member of dominating set) is selected in a greedymanner based on an atomic view of states of neighboring
processes within two or more hops.
There are some self-stabilizing algorithms for computing CDSs without safe convergence property, for example
[27–29,9]. However, [27–29] are not approximation algorithms, i.e., their algorithms do not guarantee qualities of their
solutions. Additionally, [27,28] assume that 2 or 3-hops information can bemaintained at each node, i.e., each node can refer
to and update the local states of nodes either 2 or 3 hops away in a single step. Unfortunately, an efficient self-stabilizing
implementation of such an assumption that is comparable to our algorithmpresented in this paper is not known. Previously,
in [9], we proposed the first self-stabilizing distributed 6-approximation algorithm for the CDS. Unfortunately, it does not
have the property of safe convergence.
1.4. Contribution of this paper
Self-stabilization with safe convergence is a desirable fault-tolerance property for distributed systems. We consider the
problem to find an approximation of theminimumCDSwith safe convergence. Our algorithm is a fully distributed algorithm
which does not need the information of geographic location. Our algorithm guarantees that the size of the solution is atmost
6|Dopt | + 5 in unit disk graphs, where Dopt is the optimal solution.
Using our algorithm, a configuration quickly moves to a feasible (i.e., not optimal) one in which a safety property is
satisfied, i.e., a (non-connected) dominating set is computed. Then, as long as no transient fault occurs, a configuration
eventually becomes an optimal one in which an approximation of the minimum CDS is computed. In sensor networks, after
a dominating set is constructed, until the optimal CDS is constructed, eachmember of the dominating set temporarily stores
sensor data. After that, when the optimal CDS is constructed, each member of the dominating set can start transferring the
data on the CDS. Note that, because the safety property ensures that a dominating set is computed, there are some cases
of faults and changes which cannot break the safety property (i.e., the safety property is preserved), for example, the crash
or departure of dominatee (i.e., non-member of dominating set) nodes, the joining of dominator nodes, and the failure of a
link between two dominatee nodes or between two dominator nodes. Our algorithm maintains safety predicate for these
dynamic changes of a network.
Designing such algorithm is not trivial for the following reasons. By means of the safe convergence property, each
configuration from a feasible one to an optimal one in the computation maintains the safety property, i.e., the set remains
a dominating set. To construct an approximation of the minimum CDS, the members of the dominating set in the feasible
configuration leave the set.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally describe the system model and the distributed minimum
CDS problem. In Section 3, we present an outline of a heuristic algorithm of Marathe et al. [30] on which our algorithm is
based. In Section 4, we propose a safely converging self-stabilizing approximation algorithm for the minimum CDS in unit
disk graph. In Section 5, we show the proof of the correctness of the proposed algorithm. In Section 6, we give a conclusion
and discuss future works.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. System model
Let V = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} be a set of n processes and E ⊆ V × V be a set of bidirectional communication links in a
distributed system. Then, the topology of the distributed system is represented as an undirected graph G = (V , E). We
assume that G is connected and simple. In this paper, we use ‘‘graphs’’ and ‘‘distributed systems’’ interchangeably.
We assume that each process has a unique process identifier. Let id be a naming function of processes. By id(Pi), we
denote the process identifier of Pi for each process Pi. In discussing the process identifier, with abuse of notation, we use Pi
to denote id(Pi)when it is clear from the context.
By Ni, we denote the set of neighboring processes of Pi. For each Pi, the set Ni is assumed to not change (We will discuss
later about this assumption.)
Let the distance between Pi and Pj be the number of the edges on the shortest path between them. For any set S ⊂ V and
any process Pi ∉ S, let the distance between Pi and S be the minimum distance between Pi and any Pj ∈ S.
A set of local variables defines the local state of a process. By Qi, we denote the local state of each process Pi ∈ V . A
tuple of the local state of each process (Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn) forms a configuration of a distributed system. Let Γ be a set of all
configurations.
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As a communication model, we assume the state reading model. In this model, each process can read the local state of
neighboring processes without delay. Although a process can read the local state of neighboring processes, it cannot update
them; it can only update the local state of itself.
We define an atomic step as an atomic execution unit. An atomic step consists of the following three substeps: (1) Reading
the states of all neighbors, (2) Computing the next local state according to the algorithm, and (3) Updating its local state.
In this paper, we call atomic step ‘‘step’’ simply. We assume that every process has an identical program which consists of
some commands of steps, and every process executes the same step in parallel and in a synchronized manner. We define a
phase as a period from the first step to the last step of a loop of the program, i.e., a period while every process execute each
step once. We define that Pi is privileged in a configuration γ at the beginning of a phase as follows: if Pi executes any steps
in the phase, then Pi changes the value of at least one variable of itself.
Now, we describe that these assumptions are valid in the following part.
First, we assume the step synchronization. While this assumption seems to be too strong for the property of self-
stabilization, such an execution model can be realized on an asynchronous model by using a phase clock synchronizer [31].
Next, we assume the state reading model for the communication model. Because some algorithms for transformation
from state reading model algorithms to asynchronous message passing algorithms are proposed in [32–36], our algorithm
can be transformed into a message passing environment.
Finally, we assume the value of Ni is not changed. In real mobile ad hoc networks, nodes tend to join and leave, i.e., Ni
could be varied in time.We assume that a self-stabilizing protocol for discovery of neighbors runs in background tomaintain
the value of Ni up to date. Then, whenever a set of neighbors changes in a phase, the value of Ni is updated in the next phase.
Then, our protocol updates the CDS based on the last value of Ni as an input from a lower layer in a protocol hierarchy.
Hence, for each process Pi, we assume thatNi is given as a constant. If these values change before our algorithm converges to
a legitimate configuration, i.e., topology changes so frequently, our algorithmmaynot converge to a legitimate configuration.
However, after topology changes stop, our algorithm converges to a legitimate configuration.
2.2. Self-stabilization and safe convergence
For any configuration γ , let γ ′ be any configuration that follows γ . Then, we denote this transition relation by γ → γ ′.
It means that it is possible for the network configuration to change from γ to γ ′ in one step by executing the algorithm.
For any configuration γ0, a computation E starting from γ0 is a maximal (possibly infinite) sequence of configurations
E = γ0, γ1, γ2, . . . such that γt → γt+1 for each t ≥ 0.
Definition 1 (Self-stabilization). Let Γ be a set of all configurations. A system S is self-stabilizing with respect toΛ such that
Λ ⊂ Γ if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
• Convergence: starting from an arbitrary configuration, a configuration eventually becomes one in Λ if no fault occurs,
and
• Closure: for any configuration λ ∈ Λ, any configuration γ that follows λ is also inΛ as long as no fault occurs.
Each γ ∈ Λ is called a legitimate configuration.
Definition 2 (Safe Converging Self-stabilization). Let Γ be the set of all configurations, and let ΛO ⊂ ΛF ⊂ Γ . A self-
stabilizing system S is safely converging with respect to (ΛF ,ΛO) if and only if it satisfies the following three conditions:
• S is self-stabilizing with respect toΛF .
• Safe convergence: for any execution starting from a configuration inΛF , the execution eventually reaches a configuration
inΛO.
• S is self-stabilizing with respect toΛO.
Each γ ∈ ΛF is called a feasible legitimate configuration, and each γ ∈ ΛO is called an optimal legitimate configuration.
Definition 3. Let S be a safely converging self-stabilizing system with respect to (ΛF ,ΛO). The first convergence time is the
number of phases to reach a configuration in ΛF for any starting configuration in Γ . The second convergence time is the
number of phases to reach a configuration inΛO for any starting configuration inΛF .
2.3. Formal definition of the problem
In this section, we give the formal definition of the problem.
Definition 4. A dominating set of a graph G = (V , E) is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that there exist v ∈ V ′ and (u, v) ∈ E for
∀u ∈ V\V ′.
Definition 5. An independent set of a graph G = (V , E) is a set V ′ ⊆ V such that (u, v) ∉ E for any u, v ∈ V ′. An independent
set V ′ of G ismaximal if no proper superset of V ′ is an independent set of G.
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1 Arbitrarily pick a node vr ∈ V .
2 Construct a BFS tree T of G rooted at vr .
3 Let k be the depth of T .
4 For each 0 ≤ d ≤ k, let Ld denote the set of nodes at distance d from the root in T .
5 Set I0 := {vr }; S0 := ∅.
6 for d = 1 to k do begin
7 Dd := {u ∈ Ld | u is dominated by some node in Id−1}.
8 Pick an MIS Id in G(Ld \ Dd).
9 Sd := {uf | uf is the father in T of some vi ∈ Id}.
10 end
11 output (∪kd=0Id) ∪ (∪kd=0Sd) as the CDS.
Fig. 1.Marathe et al.’s algorithm.
In [37], the following relationship between dominating sets and independent sets is shown.
Theorem 1. Every maximal independent set in a graph G is a minimal dominating set of G.
Definition 6. A connected dominating set of a graph G = (V , E) is a dominating set V ′ ⊆ V such that any induced subgraph
of G by V ′ is connected. A connected dominating set V ′ of G isminimum if |V ′| ≤ |V ′′| for any connected dominating set V ′′
of G.
We call the members of the CDS dominators, and others dominatees. Each dominatee is dominated by a dominator.
We consider solving the minimum CDS problem in distributed systems in this paper. We assume that each process Pi
does not know the global information of the network, and they do know local information Ni which is a set of neighbors of
Pi. We defined the distributed minimum CDS problem as follows.
Definition 7. Let G = (V , E) be a graph that represents a distributed system, let ci be a local variable of Pi that represents
whether Pi is in the minimum connected dominating set. The distributed minimum connected dominating set problem is a
problem defined as follows.
• Each process Pi ∈ V must decide the value of ci ∈ {0, 1} as output of Pi, and
• The set {Pi ∈ V | ci = 1} is the minimum connected dominating set of G.
3. Marathe et al.’s algorithm
Marathe et al. proposed a sequential approximation algorithm for the minimum CDS in unit disk graphs [30]. Because
our algorithm is based on their algorithm, we present the outline of their algorithm.
The outline is described more formally in Fig. 1. By G(C), we denote an induced subgraph of G by a subset C of V .
First, their algorithm selects an arbitrary node vr from G, and constructs a breadth first spanning (BFS) tree T of G rooted
at vr . For any node vi, let dist(vr , vi) denote the distance from vr to vi. Let k denote the height (i.e., the maximum distance)
of T on G, and let Ld be the set of nodes which have the distance (i.e., the depth) d from the root (0 ≤ d ≤ k), i.e.,
Ld = {vi | dist(vr , vi) = d}.
• The first subset ∪kd=0Id is an MIS for G. The root vr definitely joins a set I0. Let Dd be a set of nodes vi ∈ Ld each of which
is dominated by (i.e., neighboring to) some node in Id−1. For each 1 ≤ d ≤ k, a set Id is an MIS of an induced subgraph
of G by Ld \ Dd. That is to say, the heuristic algorithm paves the plane dominated by members of I in increasing order of
dist(vr , vi) from vr .
• The second subset is ∪kd=0Sd, where Sd is a set of nodes which are fathers of some Id for each 1 ≤ d ≤ k. Note that,
Sd ⊆ Ld−1.
We call the above way of construction of an MIS ∪kd=0Id ‘‘paving on a BFS tree’’. For any set C ( V and any node vi ∉ C , let
the distance between vi and C be the minimum distance between vi and any vj ∈ C . On the MIS constructed by paving on a
BFS tree, the set satisfies the following property.
Theorem 2 ([25]). Let I ′ be the MIS constructed by paving on a BFS tree T . For any vi in I ′, the distance between vi and I ′ \ {vi}
is exactly two hops. 
By Theorem 2, the connectivity of the CDS is ensured. In the MIS constructed by paving on T , each member vi ∈ Ld of the
MIS has a father on T which is neighbor to at least one member of the MIS in Ld−1 or Ld−2. Therefore, the union of the MIS
and a set of fathers of members of the MIS (i.e., (∪kd=0Id) ∪ (∪kd=0Sd)) is connected. Because the MIS is also a dominating set
by Theorem 1, the union is a CDS.
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Definition 8. Let T be a BFS tree on G, and dist(vi) be the distance from the root to a node vi on T . For any MIS I ′ for G, I ′ is
anMIS constructed by paving on T , if each member vi of I ′ which has dist(vi) = d has the following two nodes:
• a father vj ∈ Ni of vi on T , and
• a neighbor vk (≠ vi) of vj which is a member of I ′ and has dist(vk) = d− 1 or dist(vk) = d− 2.
We define such a CDS as CDS-tree formally as follows:
Definition 9. Let I ′ be any MIS constructed by paving on a BFS tree T for G. Let S ′(≠ ∅) be a set of nodes each of which is
the father of a member in I ′ on T . A set of nodes I ′ ∪ S ′ is a CDS-tree for G.
In [38], Vahdatpour et al. proved the following theorem about the relationship between the minimum CDS and MISs in
unit disk graphs.
Theorem 3 ([38]). For any unit disk graph, the size of an MIS is at most 3|Dopt | + 3, where Dopt is the minimum CDS. 
By Theorem 3, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let Dopt be the minimum CDS. Any CDS-tree is an approximation for the minimum CDS which size is at most
6|Dopt | + 5 in unit disk graphs.
Proof. We consider a CDS-tree I ′ ∪ S ′, where I ′ is an MIS constructed by paving on a BFS tree and S ′ is a set of nodes each of
which is the father of a member in I ′ on the BFS tree. By definition of an MIS, I ′ ∩ S ′ = ∅.
By Theorem 3, it is known that the size of I ′ is at most 3|Dopt | + 3. Because each member of I ′ which is not the root of the
BFS tree has a father in S ′, the size of S ′ is at most |I ′| − 1 = 3|Dopt | + 2.
Therefore, the size of the CDS-tree is |I ′ ∪ S ′| = |I ′| + |S ′| ≤ 6|Dopt | + 5. 
4. Proposed algorithm
Our algorithm SC-CDS is safe converging: that is, we assume that the safety property is the condition in which ‘‘a
dominating set is computed’’. That is, SC-CDS computes a dominating set in the first phase, and then, it converges to a
CDS-tree. During the converging, the set remains a dominating set in each configuration.
Our algorithm SC-CDS is based on the strategy of Marathe et al.’s algorithm in [30]. First, SC-CDS computes a BFS tree
T rooted at Pr 1 for G, i.e., each process Pi computes the distance di from Pr . Because an algorithm for computing a BFS tree
has been previously proposed, for example [42], we simply adopt it to our system model. For the purpose of illustration,
let k be the height of T on G, and let Ld be the set of processes which have di = d (0 ≤ d ≤ k). Next, SC-CDS computes
an MIS constructed by paving on T . For constructing an MIS, there exist many self-stabilizing algorithms, for example [43].
However, these algorithms do not ensure that a computedMIS is the same as theMIS constructed by paving on T . Therefore,
we do not use these algorithms in SC-CDS. In SC-CDS, the members of the MIS are selected in a greedy manner from the
root Pr to leaves on T . Last, SC-CDS selects members of a CDS-tree, i.e., members of the MIS and their fathers.
To guarantee the safety property, SC-CDS computes a larger dominating set, even if the BFS tree is broken. After that,
while SC-CDS constructs a BFS tree, it decreases themembers carefully to construct aminimum CDS.When a process leaves
the set, the set remains a dominating set. Then, the set gradually becomes a union of anMIS and the set of fathers of theMIS.
The formal description of the proposed algorithm SC-CDS is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
We assume, without loss of generality, the output of each process Pi is the following five variables as output.
• di — the distance from the root process Pr to Pi.
• fi — an id of a father of Pi on T .
• mi —mi = 1 (resp. 0) if Pi is in an MIS (resp. not in an MIS).
• m′i —m′i = 1 (resp. 0) if Pi wants to change the valuemi to 1 (resp. 0).m′i = 2 if Pi is still thinking.• ci — ci = 1 (resp. 0) if Pi is a dominator (resp. dominatee).
Definition 10. For each configuration γ ∈ Γ , we defineMIS(γ ) ≡ {Pi ∈ V |mi = 1}, which is called an independent set in
γ , and Doms(γ ) ≡ {Pi ∈ V | ci = 1}, which is called a set of dominator processes in γ .
There is only one step for the root process Pr in a phase of this algorithm.
• Pr sets the value of dr = 0, fr = Pr ,mr = m′r = 1, and cr = 1.
There are seven (atomic) steps for the non-root process Pi ≠ Pr in a phase of this algorithm.
• Step 1 and Step 2: Pi computes a BFS tree, i.e., Pi computes the distance di from Pr and a father fi on T by lines 1 and 2,
respectively.
1 We assume that Pr is given as a specific process. We can elect it as a leader by a leader election algorithm, for example [39–41].
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Constant
Ni: a set of neighboring processes of Pi.
Local Variable
di: the distance from the root process Pr .
fi: an id of a father of Pi in the BFS tree.
mi ∈ {0, 1}:
mi = 0 if Pi is not in the MIS.
mi = 1 if Pi is in the MIS.
m′i ∈ {0, 1, 2}:
m′i = 0 if Pi wants to change the valuemi to 0.
m′i = 1 if Pi wants to change the valuemi to 1.
m′i = 2 if Pi is still thinking.
ci ∈ {0, 1}:
ci = 1 if Pi is a dominator.
ci = 0 if Pi is a dominatee.
Macro
MinDist i ≡ min{dj | Pj ∈ Ni ∧m′j = 2}
Mutexi ≡ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[m′j ≠ 2] ∨ di < MinDist i ∨ {di = MinDist i ∧ Pi < min{Pj ∈ Ni | dj = di ∧m′j = 2}}
Fig. 2. Variables and Macro for each process Pi .
Algorithm for process Pi ≠ Pr :
do forever{
/* Step 1; Count the distance from Pr for the BFS tree. */
1 di := min{dj + 1 | Pj ∈ Ni};
/* Step 2; Determine a father on the BFS tree. */
2 fi := min{Pj ∈ Ni | dj < di};
/* Step 3; Copy the value ofmi tom′i .(Prepare for Step 4) */
3 m′i := mi;
/* Step 4; Declare if Pi wants to joinMIS or not. */
4 if (mi = 1 ∧ ∃Pj ∈ Ni[dj ≤ di ∧mj = 1])m′i := 2;
5 if (mi = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[dj > di ∨mj = 0])m′i := 1;
/* Step 5; If Pi wants to leaveMIS, then Pi decides its value by mutually exclusive manner between neighbors. */
6 if (m′i = 2){
7 if (Mutexi)m′i := 0;
8 elsem′i := 1;
9 }
/* Step 6; Change the value ofmi, i.e., constructMIS. */
10 if (m′i = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[m′j = 0])mi := 1; /* for safety */
11 elsemi := m′i;
/* Step 7; Change the value of ci, i.e., construct Doms.*/
12 if (mi = 1) ci := 1;
13 else if (∃Pj ∈ Ni[fj = Pi ∧mj = 1]) ci := 1;
14 else ci := 0;
}
Algorithm for process Pr :
do forever{
1 dr := 0;
2 fr := Pr ;
3 m′r := 1;
4 mr := 1;
5 cr := 1;
}
Fig. 3. SC-CDS: A safe converging self-stabilizing approximation algorithm for the minimum CDS for each process Pi .
• Step 3 and Step 4: Pi declares whether Pi wants to joinMIS.
– If each neighbor Pj ∈ Ni with di ≥ dj is not a member of MIS, then Pi declares participation in MIS (i.e., m′i = 1) by
line 5.
– If there exists a neighbor Pj with di ≥ dj such that Pj is a member of MIS, then Pi declares non-participation in MIS.
That is, for the time being, Pi setsm′i = 2 for Step 5 by line 4.
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• Step 5: Pi withm′i = 2 decides if Pi actually leavesMIS.
– By a mutually exclusive manner between Pi and its neighbors Pj withm′j = 2, Pi decides if Pi leavesMIS (i.e.,m′i = 0)
by line 7 or Pi stays inMIS (i.e.,m′i = 1) by line 8.
• Step 6: Pi decides if Pi joinsMIS.
– If Pi hasm′i = 0 and all neighbors Pj havem′j = 0, then Pi joinsMIS for safety by line 10.
– Otherwise, Pi decides if Pi joinsMIS by the value ofm′i by line 11.
• Step 7: Pi decides if Pi joins Doms or not.
– If Pi or at least one child of Pi on T is inMIS, then Pi joins Doms by lines 12 and 13.
– Otherwise, Pi leaves Doms by line 14.
The reason why we need Step 5, i.e., mutual exclusive manner for the construction of the MIS, is that two neighboring
processes change the value ofm′ at the same time, and decision of two neighboring processes may be the same.
The difference from the algorithm without safe convergence [9] is Step 6 except execution model, i.e., it is same as [9] if
line 10 is not included in SC-CDS. By line 10, the MIS as a dominating set is not broken. For this line, [9] does not need the
variablem′, and it needs less than 1 memory bit.
By Γ , we denote a set of all configurations of SC-CDS. A set of legitimate configurations is defined as follows.
Definition 11. A configuration γ is in a set of feasibly legitimate configurations ΛF iff Doms(γ ) is a dominating set. A
configuration γ is in a set of optimally legitimate configurationsΛO iff Doms(γ ) is a CDS-tree.
5. Proof of correctness
In this section, we show the proof of correctness of SC-CDS.
Lemma 5 (One Phase Convergence toΛF ). Let γ be any configuration in Γ , and γ ′ be a configuration at the end of a phase
execution starting from γ . Then, we have γ ′ ∈ ΛF .
Proof. For the contrary, we assume that Doms(γ ′) is not a dominating set. This means that there exists a process Pi such
that ci = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[cj = 0] in γ ′. It is clear that Pi ≠ Pr because cr = 1 by line 5 for Pr in γ ′. Then, by the definition
of Step 7, each process Pk with mk = 1 holds ck = 1. Therefore, mi = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[mj = 0] in γ ′. Because mi = 0 in γ ′,
m′i = 0 ∧ ∃Pj ∈ Ni[m′j ≠ 0] must hold by lines 10 and 11. Let Pj ∈ Ni be a process such that m′j ≠ 0. By the definition of
Step 5, each process must holdm′ = 0 orm′ = 1 in γ ′. That is,m′j ≠ 2 in γ ′. Therefore,m′j = 1 holds in γ ′. By the definition
of Step 6, then mj = 1 in γ ′. By the definition of Step 7, then cj = 1 in γ ′. This is a contradiction. Therefore, Doms(γ ′) is a
dominating set. 
By the following lemma, we show that the configuration remains inΛF while BFS tree changes.
Lemma 6 (Closure ofΛF ). Let γ be any configuration inΛF , and γ ′ be any configuration at the end of a phase execution starting
from γ . Then, we have γ ′ ∈ ΛF .
Proof. In γ , Doms(γ ) is a dominating set. Then, Doms(γ ) is a union of MIS(γ ) and a set of their father by the definition of
Step 7. By the proof of Lemma 5, MIS(γ ) is also a dominating set. Therefore, if MIS(γ ′) is a dominating set, then Doms(γ ′)
also remains to be a dominating set. We show thatMIS(γ ′) remains to be a dominating set.
Consider one phase execution starting from γ . The value of variables di and fi are changed by Step 1 and Step 2. By Steps
3–5, the value of variables m′i is changed based on the value of di. Then, the value of these variables di, fi and m
′
i may be
incorrect. Note that, in these Steps, the value of ci and mi is not changed. By Step 6, the value of mi becomes a copy of the
value of m′i with exception that m
′
i = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[m′j = 0]. However, in the case that m′i = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[m′j = 0], the
algorithm sets the valuemi to 1. Therefore, there does not exist a process Pi such thatmi = 0∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[mj = 0] in γ ′, that
isMIS(γ ′) remains to be a dominating set while the value of variables di, fi andm′i may be incorrect.
Therefore, the lemma holds. 
By the proof of Lemma 6, the algorithm for construction of the BFS tree represented by the variable of di and fi does not
need to have the safe convergence. Note that, in SC-CDS, we assume the safety property according to the variable ci which
represents the CDS.
Lemma 7. If no process is privileged in configuration γ , MIS(γ ) is an MIS constructed by paving on a BFS tree.
Proof. Let γ be a configuration in which no process is privileged. By each line 1 for Pr and Pi, it is clear that the value of di,
for each Pi, represents the distance from Pr in γ [42]. This means that a BFS tree T is computed in γ . Assume that MIS(γ )
is not an MIS constructed by paving on T in γ . Then, MIS(γ ) is not an independent set, is an independent set but it is not
maximal, or is an MIS but it is not constructed by paving on T .
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• We assume that MIS(γ ) is not an independent set, i.e., there exist two processes Pi and Pj in MIS(γ ) such that they
neighbor each other in γ . This means thatmi = 1∧∃Pj ∈ Ni[mj = 1] (resp.mj = 1∧∃Pi ∈ Nj[mi = 1]) holds at Pi (resp.
Pj) in γ . If di > dj (resp. dj > di, di = dj), the condition of line 4 is true at Pi (resp. Pj, Pi and Pj). This is a contradiction.
• We assume thatMIS(γ ) is an independent set but it is not maximal in γ . However, by the proof of Lemma 5, there exists
no process such thatmi = 0∧∀Pj ∈ Ni[mj = 0] holds, i.e.,MIS(γ ) is a dominating set. Therefore,MIS(γ ) is a dominating
set and an independent set in γ . According to Theorem 1, this is a contradiction.
• We assume that MIS(γ ) is an MIS but it is not constructed by paving on T in γ . Then, there exist two processes Pi ≠ Pr
and Pj ∈ Ni such thatmi = 1,mj = 0 ∧ dj = di − 1, and there exists no neighbor Pk ∈ Nj such thatmk = 1 ∧ dk ≤ dj in
γ . Then, ∀Pk ∈ Nj[dk > dj ∨mk = 0] holds at Pj, and the condition of line 5 is true at Pj. This is a contradiction.
Therefore,MIS(γ ) is an MIS constructed by paving on T if no process is privileged. 
Lemma 8. No process is privileged in configuration γ if and only if γ ∈ ΛO.
Proof. First, we show that if no process is privileged in configuration γ , then γ ∈ ΛO, that is, Doms(γ )(= {Pi | ci = 1}) is a
CDS-tree. By examining each line 2 for Pr and Pi, it is clear that the value of fi, for each Pi, represents a father of Pi on a BFS
tree T in γ . By Lemma 7, the set {Pi | mi = 1} is an MIS constructed by paving on T in γ . Therefore, by the definition of the
CDS-tree, Doms(γ ) is ({Pi |mi = 1} ∪ {Pj | fi = Pj ∧mi = 1}) in γ iff γ ∈ ΛO.
To show the contraposition, we assume that γ ∉ ΛO, i.e., Doms(γ ) ≠ ({Pi |mi = 1} ∪ {Pj | fi = Pj ∧mi = 1}).
• Assume that {Pi | mi = 1} ⊈ Doms(γ ), i.e., there exists a process Pi such that mi = 1 and ci = 0. If Pi = Pr , then Pi is
privileged by line 5 in γ . If Pi ≠ Pr , then the condition of line 12 is true in γ . This is a contradiction of the assumption
that no process is privileged in γ . Therefore, we have {Pi |mi = 1} ⊆ Doms(γ ). This means that Doms(γ ) is a dominating
set, because {Pi |mi = 1} is an MIS by Lemma 7 and an MIS is also a dominating set according to Theorem 1.
• Assume that {Pj | fi = Pj ∧ mi = 1} ⊈ Doms(γ ), i.e., there exist two processes Pi and Pj ∈ Ni such that mi = 1,
cj = 0 and fi = Pj. Because {Pi | mi = 1} is a MIS and Pj is a neighbor of Pi, mj = 0 holds at Pj. Then, in Pj,
mj = 0 ∧ ∃Pi ∈ Nj[fi = Pj ∧ mi = 1] is true, i.e., the condition of line 13 is true in γ . This is a contradiction of the
assumption that no process is privileged in γ . Therefore, {Pj | fi = Pj ∧mi = 1} ⊆ Doms(γ ). This means that Doms(γ ) is
a CDS, because Doms(γ ) is a dominating set and members of {Pj | fi = Pj ∧mi = 1} connect members of Doms(γ ).
• Assume that Doms(γ ) is a CDS, but not a CDS-tree. That is Doms(γ ) ) ({Pi | mi = 1} ∪ {Pj | fi = Pj ∧ mi = 1}).
Then, there exists a process Pi such that ci = 1, but neither Pi nor its children are members of the MIS. That is,
mi = 0 ∧ ∀Pj ∈ Ni[fj ≠ Pi ∨ mj = 0] holds at Pi. However, by the definition of lines 12–14, Pi can change the value
of ci by line 14. This is a contradiction of the assumption that no process is privileged in γ .
Therefore, if no process is privileged in configuration γ , γ ∈ ΛO, that is, Doms(γ ) is a CDS-tree.
It is clear that no process is privileged if γ ∈ ΛO. 
Lemma 9. For any configuration γ0 ∈ ΛF and any computation starting from γ0, eventually no process is privileged.
Proof. By the definition of the algorithm, the root process Pr changes values of each variable at most once. Then, Pr decides
the value of dr = 0 (resp. fr = Pr , m′r = 1, mr = 1, and cr = 1) only in line 1 (resp. 2, 3, 4 and 5) for Pr . These values never
change after that, because they are not changed by other lines. Therefore, we suppose below that their values are correct at
Pr , and we consider each process Pi ≠ Pr .
By line 1 for each process Pi ≠ Pr , Pi changes the value of di only in line 1, and it is shown that each Pi cannot change the
value of di infinitely often [42]. Therefore, we assume that the value of di is stable and never changes for each Pi in γ0. By
line 2, it is clear that the value of fi is fixed for each Pi after a phase execution following the phase in which each value of di
becomes correct at each Pi. Therefore, we assume that the value of fi is stable and never changes for each Pi in γ0.
Suppose that there exists an infinite (non-converging) computation starting from γ0. Then, there is a process Pi which
changes values of mi, m′i and ci infinitely often. By the definition of Step 7, to change the value of ci infinitely often, Pi must
change the value ofmi infinitely often. By the definition of Step 6, to change the value ofmi infinitely often, Pi must change
the value ofm′i infinitely often. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that there exists a process Pi which changes
the value ofm′i infinitely often.
• Suppose that di = 1. Becausemr = 1 holds at Pr and the value never changes, ∃Pj ∈ Ni[dj ≤ di ∧ mj = 1] is always true
at Pi. Therefore, Pi executes line 4 and sets m′i = 2 as long as mi = 1. Then, Pi executes Step 5, and decides m′i into 0 or
1. Pi eventually executes line 7 at most once. Then, m′i = 0 holds at Pi, and it never changes. Because m′r = 1, Pi never
executes line 10. That is, Pi eventually holdsmi = 0 by line 11. Therefore, Pi with di = 1 cannot change the values ofmi
andm′i infinitely often.• Suppose that di = d > 1. For induction, we assume that each Ph with dh = d− 1 never changes the value ofmh andm′h.
Then, by the definition of lines 4 and 5, Pj ∈ Ni with dj = dmust change the value ofmj infinitely often.
– If there exists a process Ph ∈ Ni with dh = d − 1 and mh = 1, then Pi cannot execute line 5 because of its condition.
Then, Pi cannot change the value ofm′i infinitely often. This is a contradiction of the assumption. Therefore, there exists
no process Ph ∈ Ni with dh = d− 1 andmh = 1.
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– If there exists no process Ph ∈ Ni with dh = d − 1 and mh = 1, Pi can change the value of m′i from 0 to 1 by line 5
only when all its neighbors Pj with dj ≤ d holdmj = 0 by the condition of line 5. After Pi execute line 5, the condition
of line 5 cannot be true at all of its neighbors Pj with dj = d. Therefore, Pj cannot change the value of m′j infinitely
often. This means that Pj cannot change the value of mj infinitely often according to the definition of Step 6. This is a
contradiction of the assumption. Therefore, Pi cannot change values ofmi andm′i infinitely often.
Therefore, Pi cannot change the value of its variable infinitely often. 
Theorem 10. SC-CDS is a self-stabilizing approximation algorithm for the minimum CDS in unit disk graphs, and is safely
converging self-stabilizing with respect to (ΛF ,ΛO). The size of the CDS by SC-CDS is at most 6|Dopt | + 5 in unit disk graphs,
where Dopt is the minimum CDS.
Proof. According to Lemmas 5 and 6, SC-CDS is self-stabilizing with respect to ΛF . By Lemmas 8 and 9, it is established
that SC-CDS is self-stabilizing with respect to ΛO, and satisfies the safe convergence property. Therefore, SC-CDS is safely
converging and self-stabilizing with respect to (ΛF ,ΛO).
Theorem 4 makes it clear that the size of the CDS by SC-CDS is at most 6|Dopt | + 5 in unit disk graphs, where Dopt is the
minimum CDS. 
Theorem 11. The first convergence time is at most 1 phase, and the second convergence time is O(n) phases.
Proof. According to Lemmas 5 and 6, the first convergence time is at most 1 phase.
Let us derive the second convergence time. First, we consider the construction of the BFS tree by Step 1 and Step 2. In our
systemmodel, the root Pr must decide its variable dr = 0 in the first phase, which never changes. Each neighboring process
Pi of Pr must decide its variable di = 1 in the second phase, and its value never changes. Therefore, each process Pk which
is in k hops from Pr must decide its variable dk = k in the k + 1-th phase. Therefore, the time for construction of the BFS
tree is at most k+ 1 phases, where k is the height of the tree. After that, each process fixes its variable of fi within a phase.
Therefore, in the k+ 2-th phase, values of di and fi are fixed at each Pi.
Next, we consider the construction of the MIS after the construction of the BFS tree, i.e., the execution of Steps 3–6. Let
Ld be the set of processes Pi with di = d (0 ≤ d ≤ k). Let ld be the size of the set Ld for 0 ≤ d ≤ k, then Σkd=0ld = n.
The root Pr must decide its variable mr = m′r = 1 in the first phase, and it never changes. From the second phase,∃Pj ∈ Ni[dj ≤ di ∧ mj = 1] always holds at each neighboring process Pi of Pr . Then Pi cannot execute line 5. If mi = 1,
Pi executes line 4, Step 5 and Step 6 are executed until m′i and mi become 0 by lines 7 and 11. Therefore, the time until all
processes in L1 are stable is at most l1 phases.
We assume that the processes in a set Q = L0 ∪ L1 ∪ . . . Lh−1 is stable and never changes after the phase. In the next
phase, processes Lh ∪ Lh+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lk execute line 4 or 5. If Pi ∈ Lh is neighbor to a process Pj with mj = 1 in Q , then Pi can
execute only line 4, and execute line 7 at most once. Therefore, Pi executes at most lh phases in accordance with the above
discussion. If Pi ∈ Lh is not neighbor to such process Pj ∈ Q , then Pi can execute lines 4 and 5. By the proof of Lemma 9, in
this case, Pi changes the value ofmi at most twice. Therefore, Pi executes line 4 at most lh phases and line 5 at most 1 phase.
Therefore, each process Pi ∈ Lh executes at most lh + 1 phases.
BecauseΣkd=0ld = n, the time for the construction of the MIS is at mostΣkd=0(ld + 1) = n+ k phases. That is, in at most
n+ 2k+ 2 phases, values ofm′i andmi are fixed at each Pi.
After that, each process Pi executes Step 7, and fixes the value of ci within a phase.
Therefore, the second convergence time is O(n) phases. 
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a self-stabilizing distributed approximation algorithm for the minimum CDS with safe
convergence in unit disk graphs. As an application of the proposed algorithm, a minimum CDS is a virtual backbone in
ad hoc or sensor networks. Since our algorithm is self-stabilizing with safe convergence, it is desirable in such networks.
Our algorithm converges to a safe configuration in a phase, and to an optimal configuration in O(n) phases. Our algorithm
guarantees that the size of the solution in unit disk graphs is at most 6|Dopt | + 5. Development of a safely converging self-
stabilizing approximation algorithm with better approximation ratio or better time complexity is left for future work.
Our algorithm supposes that the ad hoc networks can be modeled by unit disk graphs. However, in practice, the ability
of communication of each process is not necessary equal. If each process has varied ability of communication in the ad
hoc network, then the network cannot be modeled by a unit disk graph. Therefore, the development of a self-stabilizing
approximation algorithm for general networks is left for future work.
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